LAND FRAUDS ARE INVESTIGATED

Many Sensational Features—Crowning Events

Today—High Officials Examined and Cross Examined

Our sensational land matter has been subjected to the closest inquiry. The new disclosure is open to all with the most minute scrutiny. The whole of the matter has been brought to light. The examination of the officials involved has been thorough. The disclosures made are of the utmost importance. The report is awaited with bated breath. The matter has been thoroughly investigated. The officials have been extensively questioned. The reports are of the highest importance.

FREE BULLETINES

Preacher Comrades in the Oregon Evangelical Conference

At Oregon City, Oregon, in your general order of January 5th, the Board of Missionaries of the M.E. Church, to whom the above order was submitted, has been directed to prepare a special article on the subject of the Oregon Evangelical Conference. This article will contain a complete statement of the condition of the Conference, together with the results of its special work during the past year. It will also include a full statement of the condition of the Conference, together with the results of its special work during the past year. The article will be published in the Oregon Evangelical Conference, and will be distributed free to all applicants for the same. The article will be published in the Oregon Evangelical Conference, and will be distributed free to all applicants for the same. The article will be published in the Oregon Evangelical Conference, and will be distributed free to all applicants for the same.

As the Oregon Evangelical Conference is the largest and most influential body of Christians in Oregon, it is believed that the article will be of great interest to all who are interested in the welfare of the Church in Oregon. It will be published in the Oregon Evangelical Conference, and will be distributed free to all applicants for the same. The article will be published in the Oregon Evangelical Conference, and will be distributed free to all applicants for the same. The article will be published in the Oregon Evangelical Conference, and will be distributed free to all applicants for the same. The article will be published in the Oregon Evangelical Conference, and will be distributed free to all applicants for the same.

In addition, the Quarterly Conference of the Oregon Evangelical Conference will be held at Oregon City, Oregon, on the date set by the Convention. The Convention has been instructed to make arrangements for the accommodation of all who wish to attend the Conference. The book is now ready for distribution, and will be sent to all applicants for the same. The book is now ready for distribution, and will be sent to all applicants for the same. The book is now ready for distribution, and will be sent to all applicants for the same. The book is now ready for distribution, and will be sent to all applicants for the same. The book is now ready for distribution, and will be sent to all applicants for the same.

UNDEAKERS

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Having purchased the undertaking goods of E. Andrews & Co., and after closely studying the business, they have decided to continue the business with suitable quarters and will open the most complete and up-to-date Undertaking Parlors in Eastern Oregon. We are prepared to render the best possible services and will be found at Andrews & Co.'s Furniture Store. We have had many years experience in this business and know that the public will appreciate the establishment that we will maintain. Our prices will be reasonable, and our stock complete. All calls will receive prompt attention.

Giffin & Hogan.

For the present with E. Andrews & Co. Phone 91

RUBBER

With Life in it

When you buy anything in rubber goods it pays to get the kind with rubber in it. Many makers of rubber goods are plants to the demands for, and hence the market is flooded with inferior goods that hardly resemble rubber. Quality counts in this line, and you are well advised to investigate those who have a reputation for turning out high grade goods only. You can have confidence in the rubber goods we offer, as we make the grade we price. Bulb Syringes, Devonian Syringes, Hot Water Bottles, Combination Devonian Syringes and Hot Water Bottles, etc.

THE NEWLIN DRUG CO

LA GRANDE — OREGON

Bought Famous Rock

A lead and silver mine being leased in Washington State has been subjected to a careful investigation of plans of property on the Columbia river, known as Columbia Land and Iron Company. This company being one of the greatest and most important on the Washington side between Portland and The Dalles. The lease was made to Charles Ladd, of Fort, of the city, of Philadephia, who has worked it for a number of years. It is intended to prospect the rock for its iron ore. The mineralization is rich and abundant.

Additional Locals

A report about the weather today in the proof room stated that the athletics, La Grande at one and half miles. The wire had been dropped to any one requiring the local news for the La Grande at one and half miles. The wire had been dropped to any one requiring the local news for the time being.

The Quarterly conference of the United States will be held at the State Capitol at Salem on the first Tuesday in November. The conference will consist of all the ministers in the state who have been elected by the conference to attend. All ministers who have been elected by the conference to attend are requested to be present at the conference on the first Tuesday in November. The conference will consist of all the ministers in the state who have been elected by the conference to attend. All ministers who have been elected by the conference to attend are requested to be present at the conference on the first Tuesday in November.

Annual School Report

GIVING THE OPERATIONS OF OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30

The Quarterly conference of the United States will be held at the State Capitol at Salem on the first Tuesday in November. The conference will consist of all the ministers in the state who have been elected by the conference to attend. All ministers who have been elected by the conference to attend are requested to be present at the conference on the first Tuesday in November. The conference will consist of all the ministers in the state who have been elected by the conference to attend. All ministers who have been elected by the conference to attend are requested to be present at the conference on the first Tuesday in November.

NEW CURE FOR RHEUMATISM

The using of a new system of treatment has been introduced in several settlements. It is found to be highly beneficial on persons suffering from rheumatism. In the use of this system the suffering is greatly alleviated. It is not a cure, but a preventer of the disease. It is found to be highly beneficial on persons suffering from rheumatism. In the use of this system the suffering is greatly alleviated. It is not a cure, but a preventer of the disease. It is found to be highly beneficial on persons suffering from rheumatism. In the use of this system the suffering is greatly alleviated. It is not a cure, but a preventer of the disease.

RUN ON A BANK

Confidence is restored and Depositors who withdrew recovered funds.

Special

Bulb Syringes, Devonian Syringes, Hot Water Bottles, Combination Devonian Syringes and Hot Water Bottles, etc.

THE NEWLIN DRUG CO

LA GRANDE — OREGON

Three Important Items at Great School Prices

$4.75 to $7.50 Children's and Misses' Jackets $2.50

About 25 of those Jackets in Covert Cloth, Velvet Cloth and many novelty millings worth regular prices from $4.50 to $7.50, are for choice.

$2.50

$12.00 Ladies' Jake's, Special $10.00

$11.00 Ladies' Jackets, Special $9.25

$7.50 and $8.00 Trimmed Hats $4.75

All ladies' hats at special reduced prices.
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